
Some people prefer to spend their lives doing the same things and avoiding change .Others , however 
,think that change is always a good thing .

Over the past few decades,the changes in the life of human beings have dramatically increased .These 
changes have been driven by technological and scientific breakthroughs.Some people tend to to live 
with routine habits and prevent avoid getting involving involved in new things/developments 
.Meanwhile ,some people who are willing to experience the changes in life and implement them in their 
lives to move forward into the modern life . 

Firstly ,some people believe the change is not crucial in life as it causes lots of hardships and exclude 
deprives them ofto have peace in their Lives .Indeed ,they are not willing to get into new things and step 
outside from their comfort zone . People would like to be in on the safe side .it can not be denied that 
they feel more comfortable with routing habits .For instance ,in my country the adults are not interested 
into new devices .they prefer to be informed about news by TV than other devices like tables tablets 
.The primitive methods would be more desirable for them.They claim implementing old methods makes 
their lives safer.

On the other side,there are various aspects against these arguments .Some people are confidante 
confident that changes are inevitable and help them to get talented more capable .Also ,they will be 
able to have fantastic special/rare opportunities in different fields and make their lives much better .In 
addition,it helps them to acquire significant knowledges in different areas .It is explicit obvious the 
changes are the essential factor in people’s life .

To conclude, both views seems decent .However,I personally think the changes are vital in life and make 
people’s lives more successful .They are able to move forward into a better future and have a better 
perspectives of all matters around the world .
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